The Field of Flags 2021
▢ Foster a Flag $40 ( _____ quantity)
3'x5' American flag (made in America), your personalized tag on an 8' PVC pole and Eagle
topper will be displayed at the Field of Flags.
This Flag could have Multiple foster families/parents.
If the Flag is not tattered it will be put back into inventory. If the Flag is tattered it will be moved
into our retired Flag project inventory to live on, not to be flown again, but to be offered as a
gift to be displayed. It will serve in remembrance and honor to those that have sacrificed so
much for our freedoms.

▢ Adopt a Flag $50 ( _____ quantity)
3'x5' American flag (made in America), your personalized tag on an 8' PVC pole and Eagle
topper will be displayed at the Field of Flags. After the Field closes, your Flag assembly is yours
to keep as a memory of your Hero/Warrior.
The Flag, the pole and the Eagle topper along with your personalized tag will be available for
pick up at the field on Tuesday, June 1st 10:00am-6:00pm
If you are unable to pick the Flag assembly up in person, the flag will be properly folded and
your personalized tag will be removed from the pole. Both will be packaged and shipped to you
in the contiguous U.S. to the address on your order.

Personalized tag info here
(102 characters only 3 rows of 34 characters only)

TheFieldofFlags.com

Sponsor Name ______________________________________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Phone ______________________________________________________________________________
Mobile ________________________________________ do you text at this number ( Y - N )
Email _______________________________________________________________________________

ADOPTED FLAG SHIPPING INFORMATION

Name of recipient (if different than above)
___________________________________________________________________________

Mail to address
___________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Payable to: The

Field of Flags

Mail to: Rally project 5715 Matlock Rd. Granbury, TX 76049
817-770-0425 voice / text

TheFieldofFlags.com

